Symmetry breaking can produce "Alice" strings, which alter scattered charges and carry monopole number and charge when twisted into loops. Alice behavior arises algebraically, when strings obstruct unbroken symmetries -a fragile criterion. We give a topological criterion, compelling Alice behavior or deforming it away. Our criterion, that π o (H) acts nontrivially on π 1 (H), links topologically Alice strings to topological monopoles. We twist topologically Alice loops to form monopoles. We show that Alice strings of condensed matter systems (nematic liquid crystals, 3 He-A, and related non-chiral Bose condensates and amorphous chiral superconductors) are topologically Alice, and support fundamental monopole charge when twisted into loops. Thus they might be observed indirectly, not as strings, but as loop-like point defects. We describe other models, showing Alice strings failing our topological criterion; and twisted Alice loops supporting deposited, but not fundamental, monopole number.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the defects created when gauged symmetries break down are Alice strings. [1, 2, 3, 4] Alice strings obstruct the global extension of unbroken symmetries, making them multivalued when parallel transported around the string. This algebraic obstruction has two prominent physical consequences. First, it produces nonconservation of associated charges, when Aharonov-Bohm scattered around the string. Second, it induces monopoles, as twisted loops of Alice string.
These Alice features arise due to gauge flux on the string's core. The gauge flux generates the condensate winding, while acting on asymptotic particles through the Wilson line U(ϕ).
This action fixes particles' Aharonov-Bohm scattering around the string, to one changing both charge and monopole number. Loops of string, which leave charge and monopole number well-defined asymptotically, thus support deposited unlocalizable charge ("Cheshire charge") and deposited monopole number. [1, 2] Alice loops carry this deposited monopole number by twisting, [4] as we probe further below.
Alice strings in condensed matter systems are global, not gauged, defects. They have no gauge flux to fix their Aharonov-Bohm scattering, and guarantee altered charge and monopole number upon string traversal. However, their Aharonov-Bohm scattering was considered in [5, 6] ; with [6] showing that global Alice strings generically share all Alice behaviors. They alter both charge and monopole number on string traversal, with twisted loops supporting both Cheshire charge and deposited monopole number. Furthermore, condensed matter systems offer the most likely prospects for Alice string observation. [7] We show here that known condensed matter Alice strings form twisted loops with fundamental monopole charge, suggesting a second avenue for potential observation: Alice strings might be observed, not as strings, but as looplike point defects, when twisted loops comprise the energetically favored solution of fundamental monopole charge.
The criterion for Alice string formation was first stated algebraically, in terms of the string's untraced Wilson loop U(2π). When U(2π) fails to commute with an unbroken symmetry h, the symmetry cannot be globally extended; when it fails to commute with unbroken generator T h , the associated charge is nonconserved. Thus Alice strings arise when U(2π) lies outside the center of the unbroken symmetry group H. As noted in [2] , this is an inherently nontopological criterion, as topologically equivalent choices for U(2π) can commute with different subgroups of H. Thus emergence of Alice behavior appeared a dynamical question. Steps toward topologizing this criterion came in [4] . They noted that when all topologically equivalent choices for U(2π) lie outside the center of H, Alice strings must form. Equivalently, topologically Alice strings form when the fiber bundle of H parallel transported around the string is nontrivializable. Both criteria, while accurate, seem difficult to apply.
We here establish an easily applied topological criterion which states when Alice strings must form. Consider the symmetry breakdown of Lie group G → H, taking for G the simply connected cover of the initial Lie symmetry. A topological string then has homotopy π o (H); that is, its flux U(2π) lies in a disconnected component of the unbroken symmetry group H. Monopoles have homotopy π 1 (H), describing loops h(α) of different winding in H.
Our criterion labels strings with flux U(2π) "topologically Alice" if they alter the topological charge of monopoles circumnavigating them:
This is a topological criterion, corresponding to a nontrivial action of π o (H) on π 1 (H), where This suggests that for all topologically Alice condensed matter systems, fundamental point defects -monopoles -can take toroidal shape, as twisted Alice loops.
In the particle physics models of section V, we illustrate different outcomes for the topol- We conclude in section VI.
II. A TOPOLOGICAL CRITERION FOR ALICE BEHAVIOR
We take G to be the simply connected cover of the initial symmetry -a connected Lie group -and H ⊂ G its unbroken subgroup. A topologically stable string has flux U(2π) in a disconnected component of H, with topology determined by π o (H). Similarly, the topology of the monopole is given by π 1 (H), describing loops h(α) of different winding in H.
By taking seriously the change in monopole number in circumnavigating the Alice string, we construct our criterion. Note that, in Aharonov-Bohm scattering around the string, the monopole h(α) is conjugated by the string's Wilson loop U(2π):
Monopole number changes ifh(α) and h(α) are topologically distinct loops. We represent this transformation topologically, as π o (H) acting naturally on π 1 (H) by conjugation. Topologically Alice strings form if that action is nontrivial: that is, if, for h o a representative element of π o (H) and h(α) a representative loop in π 1 (H),
A string with untraced Wilson loop U(2π) ∼ h o meeting this criterion is topologically guaranteed to change monopole number; we dub it "topologically Alice".
This criterion captures physical Alice behavior, is easily applied, and is topological. for example, nontopological defects including embedded, semilocal, or electroweak strings.
[11] However, we seek here for Alice behavior the more robust motivation of topological imperative.
Consider an Alice string with Wilson loop U(2π) = h o which fails our topological criterion. This occurs if, for a nontrivial loop h(α) ∈ H describing a monopole, the parallel transported monopole is homotopic to the original; that is,
This occurs only if there exists some continuous map f (x) deformingh(α) to h(α); that is
Note that the map f (x) relates nontrivial loops in H, with basepoint α = 0 fixed at the group identity. We write it as a continuously varying group element f (x) acting onh(α) by conjugation,
Without loss of generality we take f (0) = 1 1. This renders Alice behavior for strings failing our criterion topologically unstable; it can be deformed away, and stabilized only in dynamical, model-dependent ways.
Now consider the continuous map h
′ o (x) = f (x) h o ,h ′ (α) = h ′ o (1) h(α) h ′ −1 o (1) = f (1) h o h(α) h −1 o f (1) −1 = f (1)h(α) f (1) −1 = h(α) ,
III. TWISTED ALICE LOOPS AS MONOPOLES
Monopoles lie on the vacuum manifold at spatial infinity, with topology given by π 2 (G/H). We here show that a fully twisted topologically Alice loop is necessarily a topological monopole; that is, an infinite sphere enclosing it has nontrivial π 2 (G/H).
First, we construct a sensible twisted Alice loop.
Recall that our Alice string has a condensate φ which winds asymptotically over the vacuum manifold G/H according to
where the Wilson line U(ϕ) acts on the vev φ o according to its group representation. U(ϕ) varies continuously over G for 0 < ϕ < 2π, and connects the identity at ϕ = 0 to a distinct Wilson loop U(2π) in H. The string is topological when U(2π) = h o lies in a disconnected component of H, with nontrivial π o (H), and is topologically Alice when it meets our criterion (2.1). Now twist the Alice string: continuously rotate its Wilson line within G by the angledependent H-group rotation h −1 (α):
as shown in Figure 1a . This, of course, rotates our condensate among the degenerate vacua on G/H:
Under what conditions may we identify string ends at α = 0 and α = 2π to form a string loop, as pictured in Figure 1b ? First, we require the string configurations to match at the junction. This is assured if h(2π) = h(0), that is, if h(α) is a loop. Second, the twisted condensate φ (ϕ, α) must be single-valued. Note that the Wilson line U(ϕ, α) itself need not be single-valued: indeed, for a monopole configuration, U(ϕ, α) interpolates from the identity at ϕ = 0 to a nontrivial loop in H at ϕ = 2π.
First we check singlevaluedness of φ (ϕ, α) at the loop's origin. Here ϕ = 0 (or 2π)
while α is indeterminate. Note that U(0, α) is the identity, manifestly single-valued. At
This generally does vary with α; however, it is a loop in H, with basepoint U(2π) = h o ∈ H.
It thus leaves the condensate invariant, assuming the single value φ o at loop origin.
Elsewhere, we need only show first, that φ (ϕ, α + 2π) = φ (ϕ, α) ; and second, that
and both U(ϕ, α) and φ (ϕ, α) are single-valued in α.
To show singlevaluedness in ϕ, let us, without loss of generality, diagonalize our string
Wilson line U(ϕ), taking it to be generated by a fixed generator so that U(ϕ + 2π) = U(ϕ) U(2π) . Then our twisted Wilson line obeys
As noted above, U(2π, α) is a loop in H, leaving φ o invariant. Thus
and our twisted Alice loop is fully single-valued.
By the exact sequence for π 2 (G/H), our twisted Alice loop is a monopole when U(ϕ, α)
interpolates between an element of H at ϕ = 0 and a nontrivial loop in H at ϕ = 2π. For convenience, right multiply U(ϕ, α) by h
o ∈ H, this right multiplication does not change the physical condensate φ (ϕ, α) . However, it makes the topology of U(ϕ, α) clear, for 
This Schwarz Alice string meets our topological criterion, of changing topological monopole charge on circumnavigation. By the exact sequence for π 2 (G/H), topological monopoles are associated with nontrivial loops in O(2) which can be unwound in SO(3).
Since only even winding loops in O(2) can be unwound in SO(3), the fundamental monopole in this canonical Alice model has a loop in O(2) of winding 2.
To apply our topological criterion, we represent the string by h o , a nontrivial element of π o (H), and the fundamental monopole by h(α) = R z (2α), a winding 2 element of π 1 (H).
This givesh
from equation (4.1). Note that h −1 (α) has O(2) winding -2, topologically distinct from h(α)
of O(2) winding 2. Thush(α) ∼ h(α) and our topological criterion is met.
We now construct a monopole as a twisted Alice loop. From Eq. (3.1), the twisted Wilson
gives an Alice loop with single-valued condensate. (We take h(α/2) because h need only be single-valued in α, and h(α/2), the winding 1 loop in O(2), first achieves this.) U(ϕ, α)
interpolates between h winding one vortex, nontrivial in SO(3) L in G, induces as its image a Z 2 winding one vortex in G/H, with topological stability inherited from π 1 (G). These two classes of vortices are not independent: instead winding twice about a half-quantum vortex is equivalent to once around a winding one vortex, and the full string homotopy is π 1 (G/H) = Z 4 , or windings 0, ±1/2, and 1 modulo 2, with Alice strings corresponding to windings ±1/2.
The Volovik-Mineev Alice string, of winding ±1/2, has order parameter A ij withd =x in spin space, and {l,m,n} = {x,ŷ,ẑ} in ordinary space. This is acted on by Wilson line U(ϕ) = e ±iϕ/2 R Sẑ (ϕ/2) to give, asymptotically in r,
single-valued in ϕ. Note that U(2π) = −R Sẑ (π) lies in the same homotopy class as h o . This string is Alice, making unbroken symmetry generator T Sx double-valued. Physically, this means that a particle flips its spin, and hence its magnetization, on circumnavigating the Alice string.
This long-studied Alice string meets our topological criterion, of changing topological monopole charge upon circumnavigation. By the exact sequence for π 2 (G/H), topological monopoles are associated with nontrivial loops in U(1) Sx which can be unwound in SO(3) S .
As in the nematic case, only even winding loops in U(1) Sx can be unwound in SO(3) S . Thus the fundamental monopole in 3 He-A corresponds to a loop in U(1) Sx of winding 2.
In applying our topological criterion, we choose U(2π) as our representative of the string, a nontrivial element of π o (H), and h(α) = R Sx (2α) as our representative of the fundamental monopole, a winding 2 element of π 1 (U(1) Sx ). This gives
since T Sx → −T Sx . Note that h −1 (α) has U(1) Sx winding -2, topologically distinct from h(α) of U(1) Sx with winding 2. Thush(α) ∼ h(α), meeting our topological criterion.
As in the nematic case, we construct a monopole as a twisted Alice loop. From Eq. (3.1), the twisted Wilson line to see how the two strings fail our topological criterion for Alice behavior. We take as our nontrivial monopole loop h(α) = R 13 (α), with monopole charge (1,0). We find, for the string with
That is, our topological criterion fails, as the monopole remains unchanged in circumnavigating the Alice string. Instead, for the Alice string with
Here the (1,0) monopole transforms into its antimonopole on traversing the string. However, that transformation is nontopological, as monopoles and antimonopoles are topologically equivalent. So, despite algebraic Alice behavior, this string also is not topologically Alice.
Loops h(α) alter on string traversals, but in a topologically trivial way.
We might still hope to construct a (1,0) monopole as a twisted string loop, taking for our string the algebraic, but nontopologically Alice string U(ϕ) = R 34 (ϕ/2) R 56 (ϕ/2), with Recall that, in building singlevalued twisted Alice loops, we required U(ϕ, α) to be singlevalued in α; we thus identified h(α) as a loop in H. Strictly, we do not need h(α) to be a loop; all we need is
We might still hope to build the fundamental (1,0) monopole as a twisted Alice loop, exploiting this freedom in h(α). Were the twisted loop 
We thus cannot build a fundamental (1,0) monopole as a twisted Alice loop in this model, where Alice behavior is nontopological and monopole charge is Z 2 × Z 2 .
This possibility to construct U(ϕ, α) single-valued in α, without forcing h(α) to be a loop, always merits investigating. Indeed, in [6, 12] , one of us constructed what is essentially the fundamental monopole in this model, by exploiting exactly such an accidental algebraic singlevaluedness. That construction (most clearly in section IIIA of [6] , taking F (r), ϕ as the spherical coordinates θ, ϕ at spatial infinity),is quite similar to the twisting constructions here. However, it describes a fundamentally point-like defect, and cannot be interpreted as a twisted loop.
B. A Topologically Alice Loop Carrying only Deposited Monopole Charge
We consider a slightly modified canonical Alice string. Take G to be SU(3), with Higgs φ transforming according to φ → g φ g T (giving fermions in this model a Majorana mass).
When φ develops the vev φ = diag (1, 1, −2) , SU(3) breaks to the residual symmetry We now construct a monopole as a twisted Alice loop. We take U(ϕ) = R x (ϕ/2), as in the canonical Alice case, and h(α) = R z (α), a loop of winding 1. From Eq. (3.1), the twisted Wilson line Again, we might still hope to build a fundamental monopole as a twisted Alice loop, by allowing h(α) above to be not a loop, but a curve obeying Eq. (5.1) This looser constraint still guarantees singlevaluedness in α of U(ϕ, α). Indeed, were the half-twisted loop
single-valued in α, with h(α) = R z (α) as above, it would carry fundamental antimonopole charge. This is because it interpolates between h −1 o at ϕ = 0 and the winding −1 loop h −1 (α) at ϕ = 2π. However, this half-twisted loop candidate is not single-valued in α; it obeys instead U(ϕ, 2π) = R −1
x (ϕ) U(ϕ, 0) . We thus cannot build a fundamental monopole as a twisted Alice loop in this model. Instead twisted Alice loops carry only the monopole charge which topological arguments ensure they must carry: because monopoles scatter into antimonopoles on transiting Alice loops, Alice loops must support deposited monopole charge, which arises in units of 2. Our full twisting construction creates twisted Alice loops supporting exactly that deposited charge.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have established a topological criterion for strings to display Alice behavior. This criterion, that π o (H) acts nontrivially on π 1 (H), depends only on the residual symmetry group H. Alice strings must form in models obeying this criterion, while Alice behavior can be deformed away for strings failing the criterion. Particularly, the criterion requires that topological monopoles always accompany topologically Alice strings; and furthermore, that topologically Alice strings alter the topological charge of monopoles that circumnavigate them. We construct monopoles as twisted loops of Alice string, and show that such twisted loops can always support deposited monopole charge. Whether twisted Alice loops can support fundamental monopole charge depends on the symmetry-breaking pattern more closely, as we examined in condensed matter and illustrative particle physics models. Specifically, it depends on the initial symmetry group G, through the identification of loops in H with 
